Bergarde
Galleries
call for artists

PL AYGROUND
LANDART: ART AT ESTATE HET BUITENLAND
Location / Estate Het Buitenland (Heerjansdam)
Date / June - October 2019

Exhibition Concept
Playground is an ambitious outdoor project from Bergarde Galleries. The
surrounding estate will be the location of a surprising exhibition in the middle of
Dutch nature with playground as main theme.
Background / Julia Jacquette: Playground of my Mind
The outdoor exhibition is a response to the upcoming exhibition Playground of
my Mind. In a series of drawings, American artist Julia Jacquette (1964) created
a graphic perspective at modernist playgrounds in New York. Jacquette was
inspired by the playgrounds in Central Park from the turbulent 60s and 70s.
Playground of My Mind also relates to the Dutch playground designs by Aldo van
Eyck. In 2017 the original works on paper were exhibited in the Wellin Museum
(Clinton, NY) and her graphic novel was published. Bergarde Galleries will show
the drawings for the first time outside the United States.

About Bergarde Galleries: gallery, collection & estate
Bergarde Galleries was founded by Henk and Anja van den Berg in 2011. They
established Bergarde in two buildings on Landgoed Het Buitenland in the polders
of Heerjansdam (near Rotterdam). Art and nature are the gallery’s foundation,
where accessibility and hospitality are of great importance. Annually, several
exhibitions are organized in the light gallery. The large doors of the renovated
stable give access to the permanent collection with modern and contemporary
masters. Among them: Andy Warhol, Lucebert, Jan Worst and Anton Henning.
About estate Het Buitenland
Bergarde Galleries is located on estate Het Buitenland. Originally, the polder was
used for intensive agriculture, but with the help of experts the area has been
developed into a green polder where nature once again prevails. At the moment,

various plants, birds and insects have returned to the polder.
The name of the estate (literally meaning outside land) has a historical
origin. Until the flood of 1953, the polder was located behind the dikes and
was therefore ‘outside’ in the most literal sense. Openness, water, bridges and
reedlands determine the landscape. The axes are be derived from historical
maps. The estate is located near the river Oude Maas, which means that the large
inland ships slowly pass by the landscape.
From autumn 2014, the estate is open to the public. On the almost two
kilometers of paved and unpaved paths you can walk daily between sunrise and
sunset.

Practical information about Playground
The most important conditions for participating artists:
•	You have completed a study at the art academy (or similar course) or are in
the final phase of your study. We also invite self-taught artists to respond,
provided they have demonstrable experience.
• 	Bergarde Galleries has a 60-40 arrangement on sale (60% artist, 40% gallery).
• 	Bergarde Galleries is responsible for the presentation. The curators have the
final decision on the exhibit work and communication.
• 	Artists are responsible for transporting the work to Bergarde Galleries. Unless
agreed otherwise.
What are the requirements for the artwork?
• The artwork must connect with the theme Playground.
• 	In consultation it is possible to use the estate’s specific characteristics. We
encourage site-specific artworks and we cordially invite you to take a look at
the estate.
• 	The artwork is placed in the public space. Therefore it must be vandalism
proof or easy to repair. Take this into account in the concept and in the choice
of materials.
• 	The estate is located in a polder. The artwork must be able to withstand
extreme weather influences such as rain, bright sunlight and strong wind.
Application
The deadline for applications is Sunday 25 November 2018. We would like to
receive the following:
• 	A proposal for the outdoor exhibition Playground. This can be an existing work
or concept for a new project in the public space. The proposal must meet the
conditions as mentioned above.
• Digital portfolio (or website).
• Curriculum vitae and artist statement (1 page)
What can you expect from us?
• No registration fee.
• 	The possibility to show at a renowned gallery. Both outside on the estate and
later at the group exhibition in the gallery (see below: Schedule).
• Bergarde Galleries provides communication and peripheral programming.
• 	We give you the opportunity to sell your work. Bergarde accompanies the sale
from first acquaintance to delivery of the work to the buyer.

• 	You get the chance to expand your network and we introduce you to our
contacts.
• A great summer with (hopefully) many enthousiastic visitors.
The curators of Bergarde Galleries conduct the balloting on the basis of the digital
submissions, if desired a follow-up meeting or workshop visit can be planned.

Schedule
The outdoor exhibition Playground is supported by exhibitions in the gallery.
Thanks to the large windows, the gallery is connected to the surrounding estate.
Estate /

Playground: 1 June t/m 6 October 2019
Opening with Julia Jacquette: Playground of my Mind.

Gallery /

Julia Jacquette: 1 June t/m 24 August
Soloshow Julia Jacquette

Playground: 31 August t/m 6 October
	
Exhibition with work by the artists who show outside at the
Playground exhibition. All works will be for sale.

More information
Would you like to know more about Playground and Bergarde? You can also reach
us by e-mail (info@bergarde.com) or by telephone during opening hours.
Or visit our gallery in Heerjansdam. We are open on Thursday, Friday and Saturday
between 11 am and 5 pm (on www.bergarde.com you will find the current opening
hours).
You can visit the estate every day between sunrise and sunset.

www.bergarde.com
Het Buitenland 1 / 2995 TP Heerjansdam
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